
Chapter 9

The Competence Question:
The European Community and

Criminal Law.
Valsamis Mitsilegas

The question of the existence and extent OC<=;()Qll1'llJl1ityC()lllpetence i l1 criminal
matters has been the subject of long-standing debate. The Treaty establishing the
European Community, TEC, (from its first version in the 1950sto the present day)
does not contain provisions expressly attributing to the Community competence
in criminal matters-in particular competence to define criminal offences and set
criminal sanctions. This silence has led to opposing views regarding the existence
of Community competence on the field of criminal offences and sanctions. Those
in favor of the existence of Community competence have been arguing that
criminal law should not be distinguished from other fields of law and that the
Community should have powers to impose criminal offences and sanctions in order
to safeguard the integrity of the Community legal order. Those more sceptical
argue that the criminal law is a special case, since it is inextricably linked with
state sovereignty-any conferral of competence in criminal matters by member
states to the Community must be express in the Treaties (see Mitsilegas 2006a;
Wasmeier and Thwaites 2004).

These views were reflected in the attitude of ED institutions when asked to
adopt measures defining criminal offences and sanctions before, and in particular
after, the intr()dll~ti()l1()L!llt:tllil'gpillar in the ED constfilltJonal framework by
the Maastricht Treaty. The European Commission has been making consistent
.elfortsto establish Community criminal law competence in this context,bytaJ)Iing
first pillar proposals defining criminal offences and imposing criminal sanctions.
However, until recently, none of these proposals survived Council negotiations,
being met with the resistance by member states to accept express criminal law
competence for the Community. The outcome of such clashes has been: first pillar
instruments where conduct has been "prohibited" but not criminalized (see the

-first, pre-Maastiicht mOlleylallndering directive of 1991, and the subsequent
second and third money laundering directives);'_3:(;()l1'l1:>in~!i().l1Lafter Maastricht,
oLfiLSLQUlgtxj.nstrup1ents_Qefining certain conductJ!D..~Lp_ax_~l1elthird QilIar
instrllmentscriminalizing such conduct (see the directive and framework decision
ou'facilitaiIon ofunauthorized entry and ship-source pollution);.!he adoption

.ofthird pillar.instead of the (originally proposed by the Commission) first pillar
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instruments (see the framework decision on environmental crime); and the non
adoption by the Council of first pillar proposals by the Commission (see the 200I
proposal for a fraud directive) (see Mitsilegas 2006a; Vervaele 2006).

Traditionally, the European Court of Justice (while accepting that Community
law may have an impact on national criminal law) had not given any express
indication regarding the Community competence to adopt criminal offences
and sanctions. However, things changed significantly by the recent Court ruling
in the so-called environmental crime case (involving the framework decision on
environmental crime mentioned above), where the Court looked at the possibility
of adopting criminal law on offences and sanctions in the first pillar. This chapter
will focus on the impact of this judgment on the Community competence in
criminal matters. The content of the judgment will be analysed, and the reactions
of the institutions and member states will be highlighted. The analysis will also
take into account recent judicial developments in the EU (on the ship-source
pollution case which deals with a subject-matter very much similar to the
environmental crime case) and explore the potential consequences of the Reform
Treaty on the competence of the Community/Union in defining criminal offences
and imposing criminal sanctions.

154 Security versus Justice?
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TheEnvironmental Crime Case!

The European Commission decided to react to the Council's choice to adopt
criminal legislation in matters deemed to be related to the achievement of
Community objectives by challenging the legality of the adoption of the relevant
third pillar law. This has thus far led to the intervention by the Court of Justice
in _'!J~~d~~Ittl!cl,gg1~nt the adopti?l~~ft.e~f;~~~.rork decision
on environmental crime, ~i~~iRffi¥')~~~'J;.~tli 13 September
2005, a ruling with major implications ... ...... criminal and constitutional law
(for case commentarlessee'lntir alia'Tobler 2006; White 2006; see also Labayfe
2006). The parties and intervenants in the case rehearsed to a great extent the
two diametrically opposed views on the existence of Community competence
in criminal matters. TheCWl1mis.siQll (suPPWted by the European Parliament),
argued that the framework decision should be annulled: it should have been
adopted under the first pjllar, asthe protection of the environment is a first
pillar objective. The Commission argued that the Community has competence
to prescribe criminal penalties for infringements of Community environmental
protection legislation ifjt takes lhe_"i~\1v' ~4<ltthat is a necessary llleans of ellsuring
thaLthe.legis.JettiQJ:1 iSetIegtiYe:=:--with the harmonization of national crimInal
law being designed to be an aid to the Community policy in question.' The
Commission also supported first pillar criminal law competence in this context on

1 This section is based on the relevant part of Mitsi1egas 2006a, op. cit.
2 Paragraph 19 of the judgment.
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the basis of member states' duty of loyal cooperation and the general principles
of effectiveness and equivalence.'
.. Il1eC:QllI)cil,sllPported by no fe\Ver than 11 member states," opposed this

view. The Council and the' vast majority of the member-sl.aies5 argued that as
the law currently stands, the Community does not have power to require member
states to impose criminal penalties in respect of the conduct covered by the
framework decision." Not only is there no express conferral of power in that
regard, but, given the considerable significance of criminal law for the sovereignty
of member states, there are no grounds for accepting that this power can have
been implicitly transferred to the Community at the time where substantive
competences, such as those exercised under article 175 TEC, were conferred on
it.? Moreover, articles 135 TEC and 280 TEC, which expressly reserve to the
member states the application of national criminal law and the administration
of justice, confirm that interpretation, which is also borne out by the fact that the
Treaty on European Union (TEU) devotes a specific title to judicial cooperation
in criminal matters, which expressly confers on the European Union competence
in criminal matters.f Finally, the Council argued, the Court has never obliged
member states to adopt criminal penalties and legislative practice is in keeping
with that interpretation."

In a landmark ruling, the Court annulled the framework decision. The Court
began its findings by an-exanlination-of the implications of article 47T.ElJ for

_tl1e.Jnter-pillar })alanc~<:()I)cerningthe issue in question. It-noted that article-LiT
TEU (and article 29 TEU) dictate that nothing in the TEU is to affect the EC
Treaty," adding that it is the task of the Court to ensure that third pillar acts do
not encroach upon the powers conferred by the EC Treaty on the Community. 11

The Court then focused on the protection of the environment as a Community
objective and noted that ~n.\liI'Q.tlJ!l~llt~1prQ.t~ctioncQ.nstitutes one of the essential
objectives of the Coll1munity.12 The Court reiterated its case-law according to
which the choice of legal basis must rest on objective factors which are amenable
to judicial review, including in particular the aim and the content of the measure

3 Paragraph 20.
4 Denmark, Germany, Greece, Spain, France, Ireland, the Netherlands, Portugal,

Finland, Swedenand the United Kingdom. This demonstrates the sensitivity that member
states (and indeed "old" member states in this case) have towards extending Community
competence to criminal law.

5 With the exception of the Netherlands who supported the Council but via a
different reasoning.

6 Paragraph 26.
7 Paragraph 27.
8 Paragraphs 28 and 29.
9 Paragraphs 31 and 32.
10 Paragraph 38.
11 Paragraph 39.
12 Paragraph 41.
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it is not clear whether the judgment has established in principle that the Community
may, under certain circumstances, have competence in the field of criminal law in
general, oxthatit is limited to environmental crime only. While the second case is_
highly uIllike1y, questions regarding the extent and scope of Community COmpetence
in criJl:1ina1 Illatters still remain. In particular, it is not clear whether Community

and stated that the aim is the protection of the environment and the content
particularly serious environmental offences. 13

The essential character of environmental protection as a Community
objective is crucial for determining whether criminal law can be used to achieve
this objective in the Community pillaL_Ac:9Q!:ci!l1Lt() th~COllrt,whU~(:ls a
g~11er:all:llle,neithercriminal1~"Yl1()r!llerulesof criminal procedure fall within
~CcOlI1P~tellce,this does not prevent the EC legislature, when the application
oLeffectiye, proportionate and dissuasive criminal penalties by the cornpetent
n~tiol1alctl1th()rLti~sj~flnes?(:l1tial_ l11easurefor c:ol11bating s~rio~s~11\lj~2!1.!1:1~111(:1l

offences, from taking measures which relate to the criminal law of the member
states which it considers necessary in order to ensure that the rulesw~ich it lays
down on environmental protection are fully effective.!" The Court found that
articles 1 to 7 of the framework decision (which relate to the environmental
crime offences) have as their main purpo~ethe protection of the environment and
they coulsLhfl'.'~J>~~l1_PI2P:elJY~doptedon the basisof article 17~T~C,15That
finding is not called into question by the existence of articles 135 TEC and 280
(4)TEC. 16However, the Court added that although articles 1-7 of the framework---._--
decision determine that certain conduct which is particularly detrimental to the
environment is to be criminal, they leave to the member states the choice of the
crilillIlalp~.Qalti~J:oapPlY(althollghthese must be effective, proportionate and
dissuasive). I?

This is a seminal ruling from the Court, which for the first time conferred
expressly competence to the Community to adopt measures in the criminal law
field. The emphasis of the Court to the effectiveness of Community law and the
achievement of Community objectives is striking. Criminal law is viewed as a
means to an end, rather as a special field of law where special rules must apply,
a'ridfalls within Community competencs:~li.kstaJ:lYQtherfi~ld.QfJaw,jfCommunity
objectives are at stake (Mitsilegas 2006a, 307). Beyond establishing Community
competence however, the judgment did not provide a precise delimitation of the
scope of Community law competence in criminal matters, with a number of issues
remaining unclear. As I have noted elsewhere,

Security versus Justice?156

13 Paragraphs 45-47.
14 Paragraphs 47-48.
15 Paragraph 51.
16 Paragraph 52. The Court added that it is not possible to infer from those

provisions that, for the purposes of the implementation of environmental policy, any
harmonization of criminal law, even as limited as that resulting from the framework
decision, must be ruled out even where it is necessary in order to ensure the effectiveness
of Community law.

17 Paragraph 49.
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competence in criminal lawi§Jjmit~d to 1h~c1~fill,i!i2Il()L(;ri111iI1al offenses or extends
__ <ils<>._t<>.~ht:il11P()~iti()naI1dprecis~definition ofcI:iminal sanctions. The Court mentions

that, while the annulled framework decision criminalises conduct which is particularly
detrimental to the environment, it leaves to the member states the choice of the
criminal penalties to apply. It is not clear however if this means that the Community is
granted powers to criminalise only or also to impose criminal sanctions, at least in the
environmental cnme field. Itseems paradoxical however-and potentially incoherent
to confer competence to define criminal offenses and impose the criminalisation of
certain types of conduct but leave the choice of the sanctions to member states, as
sanctions would inevitably be criminal. Moreover, the imposition of a criminalisation
requirement to member states in the first place (which, under the qualified majority
voting arrangements of the first pillar may be outvoted in such a measure) arguably
constitutes a greater challenge to State sovereignty and the exercise of power in the
criminal law sphere than the dictation of the imposition of specificcriminal sanctions.
(Mitsilegas 2006a, 307-8)18

Reactions to the Court's Judgment on Environmental Crime

Shortly after the environmental crime judgment, the Commission published a
communication arguing for a recasting of a number of existing EU measures and
proposals, while also the Court's test in future legislative
proposals it would TheJ::grrunissioninterpret()cUhe
<2?_~~'~_~~lil1gbr()::t~_ly,arguing

from the point of view of subject matter, in addition to environmental protection the
Court's reasoning can therefore be applied toall Community policies and freedoms
which involve binding legislation with Whichcriminal pemilties shouidbe associated
in order to ensure their effectiveness. (Commission 2005, para. 8)

According to the Commission, the Court's ruling clarified that criminal law
provisions required for the effective irnplernentati()n of Community law are a
matter for the first pillar, bringing measures adopted under a dual legal basis

.,il1.both first/third pillars .to~ag-~Ilcr-·wlth·theCommlsswn-proposlnga quick
procedure of recasting existing texts it deems affected by the environmental crime
judgment; third pillar legislation would only cover measures related to police
and judicial cooperation in criminal matters more broadly (Commission 2005,
_p~J"!1~lJ). The instruments which according to the Commission were candidates
rOl~l;ecastingcan be found in the annex to the communication and include most'
categories of failed Commission first pillar action in criminal lawreferred to in the
introduction: parallel first/third pillar instruments such as those on the facilitation
of unauthorized entry, transit and residence; measures adopted in the third pillar(
(obviously the environmental crime instrument); and measures which had not

18 A further issue which is unclear is whether EC competence extends only to
the achievement of essential Community objectives and if yes, what constitutes such an
objective.
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19 Doe. 6077/06 (Presse 38), 10. For a summary of reactions in the Council, see
also Council doe. 13103/06,Brussels, 22 September 2006.

20 This states that "the Council, acting unanimously on the initiative of the
Commission or a Member State, and after consulting the European Parliament, may decide
that action in areas referred to in article 29 [the umbrella provision for the third pillar]
shall fall under Title IV of the Treaty establishing the European Community, and at the
same time determine the relevant voting conditions relating to it. It shall recommend the
member states to adopt that decision in accordance with their respective constitutional
requirements."

21 SeeHouse of Lords European Union Committee, The Criminal Law Competence
of the EC: Follow-up Report, 11 th Report, session 2006-07, HL Paper 63.

22 COM (2006) 168 final, Brussels, 26 April 2006.
23 Articles 6-8 of the Commission proposal.
24 COM (2007) 51 final, Brussels 9 February 2007.

A directive on criminal measures aimed at the enforcement of intellectual
property rights.P The legal basis of the proposal is article 95 TEC (on the
internal market) and contains not only detailed provisions on criminal
sanctions, but also provisions on confiscation, joint investigation teams and the

. initiation of criminal proceedings-t-i-sornething that constitutes a very broad
interpretation of the scope of Community competence and which arguably
falls outside Community criminal law competence as defined by the Court;
a directive on the protection of the environment through criminal law.24 The
proposal addresses specifically the Court's ruling on environmental crime,
with the Commission aiming at recasting the proposal in the light of its
interpretation of the judgment. The legal basis of the proposal is article 175(1)
TEC on environmental protection. The proposal includes detailed definitions
of offences and detailed provisions on criminal sanctions, both for natural
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been adopted (such as the fraud directive). However, the reaction by member
states to the Commission communication has been rather sceptical, with the
February 2006 Justice and Home Affairs Council adopting only a procedure for
the examination of future Commission legislativeproposals containing provisions
on criminal law.19

The Commission sought to enhance further the Community's competence in
criminal matters by putting forward in 200G-and against the backdrop of the
"freezing" of the ratification process of the Constitutional Treaty a proposal for
moving third pillar matters to the first pillar by using the so-called "passerelle"
provision of article 42 TEU. 2o However, member states again appeared rather
sceptical to the Commission's initiative-by the end of 2006 the debate was deemed
to be concluded against the use of article 42 TEU.21

Following its Communication reacting to the Court's environmental crime
ruling, and notwithstanding the cautious reaction by the Council and the
passerelle setback, the Commission tabled three major first pillar proposals
involving Community action on the definition of criminal offences and the
imposition of criminal sanctions-all of which are currently under negotiation.
These are:
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The Competence Question: The European Community and Criminal Law 159

and legal persons (but, unlike the intellectual property rights proposal, no
provisions oncriminalprocedure); and
a-directive on sanctions against employers of illegally staying third-country
nationals.P The proposed legal basis is article 63 (3) (b) TEC (measures on
illegal immigration and illegal residence). The main avenue of enforcement of
employers' duties under the directive appear to be administrative sanctions.
However, the draft directive also provides for the criminalization of serious
cases of non-compliance with its provisions and introduces criminal sanctions
for such cases.'"

_In the light of tl1~lluc:;ertainty <tst()tlw precisct;:xtent()fCommunity criminal
lawcompetence following the Court's judgment on the environmental crime case,
it remains to be seen wlletllertheil' final fOf111 and content will depart substantially
from the Commission's proposals. The debate has already been focusing on the
content of some of these proposals, in particular the extent of criminalization
and the levels of proposed criminal sanctions. It is also interesting to look at
the legal bases of the proposals- the protection of the internal market and the
environment, and action against illegal immigration- and link them with the
relevant objectives of the Community in order to address the question on whether
these objectives constitute "essential" objectives justifying the employment of
Community criminal law for their achievement. These questions of competence,
however, cannot be disassociated with questions of the necessity of criminalization
and severity of the criminal sanction envisaged. On both the intellectual property
rights-? and the employers' sanctions proposals (see Carrera and Guild 2007),
concerns have been raised regarding the suitability of the criminal law to regulate
the matter. Criminalization may not always be necessary, but it may be used to
strengthen the case-and create precedents-for a Community criminal law
competence.

The Ship-Source Pollution Case

Further clarification on the scope of Community criminal law competence has
been expected from_th~_CQ1,1IL()LJllS.tic:{) ()llt~S.l1ij:J-source pollution cas.e. The
case is very similar to the one on environmental crime, with the Commission
challenging the validity of a framework decision on ship-source pollution,
arguing that it should have been adopted under the first pillar. It is indicative
of the constitutional significance of the case, and the strong views of member

25 COM (2007) 249 final, Brussels, 16 May 2007.
26 Ibid. articles 10-11. See also the specificprovisions on the liability of legal persons

in articles 12-13.
27 The Justice and Home Affairs Council of 5-6 October 2006 noted in this context

that criminal law is considered as a means of last resort, and that further scrutiny is needed
regarding the need for criminal measures on the ED level in order to protect intellectual
property rights. Council doc. 13068/06 (Presse 258), 22.
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states in this context, that no fewer than 20 member states intervened against the
Commission and in favor of the Council which argued that the third pillar legal
basis was appropriate."

The Opinion of the Advocate General

Paragraph 28.
Ibid.
Paragraph 36.
Paragraph 38.

28
29 Opinion delivered on 28 June 2007.
30 Paragraph 27. A similar view was put forward by the European Parliament, which

stressed the similarities with the environmental crime case and argued that the framework
decision in question is also concerned with environmental protection (paragraphs
32-35).

31
32
33
34

The viewsof the parties can be found in the opinion of Advocate General Mazak.l?
The Commission argued that articles I to 10 of the-1hiillework decision could
have been adopted on the basis of article 80 (2) TEC relating to the Community
common transQort R-QIigy_and that consequently, the entire framework decision
(due to its indivisibility) infringes article 47 TEU. 3o In a broad interpretation of
the environmental crime judgment, the Comrnissionjs of the viewthat principles
that the Court laid in its environmental crime judgment apply "in their entirety
to other Community policies" such as the transport policy, arguing that the
importance of environmental protection in the Community and its particular
characteristics had in fact no decisivebearing on the environmental crime decision
in principle." ..~£99Xdil1g t(Uhe gOInl11ission, the Community legislature may
provide for criminal measures in so far as necessary to ensure the full effectiveness
of Community rules and regulations. Tl!~_g()Inmunity is therefor~acc()r<:Iingt()

the Com!11issj()B_c9111petent to definethe type al1cllev~1 ()Lpenalties if and in so
far as it is established that this is necessary to ensure the full effectiveness of a
Community policy.V

The Council on the other hand defended the choice of the third pillar
instrlllue-nt(~~pported by all intervening member states) and denied that criminal
law measures should have been adopted in the first pillar under article 80 (2)
TEe. The Council's strategy was primarily to attempt to differentiate between
the ship-source pollution and the environmental crime cases. According to the
Council, it is undisputed article 80 (2) TEC (on transport) is the correct legal
basis for the adoption of the first pillar directive, even if it also pursues objectives
related to the environmental protection.P The common transport policy lacks the
specific characteristics and importance of environmental protection; moreover,
the Community powers to act on transport matters depends on the decision of
the Council-" In the alternative, the Council argued that the provisions of the
ship-source pollution framework decision differed from those of the third pillar
measure on environmental crime in that they were more detailed in particular
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with regard to the level and type of penalties to be imposed. These provisions
could not have been adopted under the first pillar-if the environmental crime
case were to be interpreted along the lines advocated by the Commission, Title
VI of TEU would largely be deprived of practical effect.35

A similarly narrow interpretation of the environmental crime case was
provided by the 1'l1emlJer sta!~, In their view, tll~jmplis;dJ.:::oml1111nity competc::l'lc,:~

_toJs;gislate on criminal law matters is confined to measures which are "necessary"
or (absolutely) "essential" for combating serious environmental offences-adding
that such competence does not extend beyond the field of environmental
protection to another common policy such as the transport policy at issue and
in any event ej(cludesllar11l0nizationof the type and level of penalties as laid
down in the framework decision" Member states als9 put forward a number of
arguments indicative of their broader concern of loss of sovereignty in criminal
matters related to

the principles of subsidiarity, attributed powers and proportionality; the particular
nature and necessary coherence of criminal law; the margin of appreciation to be left
for the member states; and the system set up by the Treaty on the European Union
which would be undermined if the arguments of the Commission were upheld.'?

Member states also argued that article 47 TEU is intended to lay down a
clear delimitation of competences between the first and the third pillars but not
to establish that the former has primacy over the latter/"

The Advocate General recommends that the ship-source pollution framework
decision be annulled, as a number of its provisions (those pertaining to the
criminalization of ship-source pollution but interestingly not those imposing
specificpenalties) could have been adopted in the first pillar under a transport legal
basis.'? The reasoning behind this can broadly be divided into four broad themes:
his interpretation of article 47 TEU in the context of the case; his interpretation
of the contours of Community criminal law competence in the light of the debate
post the environmental crime judgment of which obj~~tiyel'~QLtlleG(}Il1l'lll1IlLty

.. jllstifyfj.rst pillfiractiQ!1incltIl1!I!a.1 Il1a!t~~s; his interpretation of the precise scope
of Community criminal lawcompetence and in particular whether it includes the
imposition of criminal sanctions; and his comments on the relationship between
Community law and criminal law.

The Advocate General started with a comment-response to member states'
views regarding the relationship between the first and the third pillar. He
interpreted article 47 TEU in a manner affirming the importance of Community
law, noting that article 47 TEU is not designed merely to ensure that nothing
under the EU Treaty affects or runs counter to existing substantive provisions

35 Paragraph 39.
36 Paragraph 41.
37 Paragraph 42.
38 Paragraph 43.
39 Paragraphs 128-139.



of Community law-it is intended rather also to preserve the powers conferred
on the Community as suchi" The TEU "meant only to add" to the fields of
Community activity." He categorically stated that

environmental protection is not the only essential objective or policy area of the
Community and it. is difficult to ~istingllish it on that account from the other
Community objectivesand activWes i'efet:redt~ in articles 2 EC and 3 EC, such as the
establishment of an internal market characterised by the fundamental freedoms, the
common agricultural policy or the common rules on competition."

Contrary to the view expressed by certain Governments, article 47 EU thus establishes
the "primacy" of Community law or, more particularly, the primacy of Community
action under the EC Treaty over activities undertaken on the basis of Title V or Title
VI of the EU Treaty, in that the Council and, as the case may be, the other institutions
of the Union must act on the basis of the EC Treaty if and in so far as it provides an
appropriate legal basis for the purposes of the action envisaged.f

r
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40 Paragraph 50, emphasis added. According to the AG, that is confirmed by article
29(1) TEU which expressly provides that third pillar provisions are "without prejudice to
the powers of the European Community" (paragraph 51).

41 Paragraph 55.
42 Paragraph 53.
43 Paragraph 77.
44 Paragraph 89.
45 Paragraph 94.
46 Paragraph 95.
47 Paragraph 96.
48 Paragraph 97.

According to the Advocate General,~~ill~.cri!1?l11<l:!Ewi~_QClr()met(~L<;>f

tl1~iIJ:lP()ltal1ce:ltta(;hed bya community to a legal good or valll.~, to single out
environmental protection in such a way would not do justice to the identity of the
Community" Moreover, environmental protection is not the only "horizontal"
Community matter-gender equality, non-discrimination or public health are
further examples." Furthermore, the Advocate General held that it is not feasible
to argue that competence should be limited to the area of the environment since it
~_<l:S;()tQl!:lEY .2Ltl1~~ffes!jyen~_~s_()Lg()mmu.!!i!ll~\V,48 To reserve competence in

The Advocate General went on to examine specifically the relationship
between criminal law and Community law. He noted that the Court's ruling on
environmental crime was qualitatively significant but not incomprehensible'P-c
motivated fundamentally by the need to ensure the full effectiveness of Community
law.44 The Advocate General then proceeded to examine the question of the nature
of the Community objective whose attainment justifies Community action in
criminal matters-in p~n:tiyularVYll~tller;§Ccrilllillallavy c0111pet~llY~ i§liIJ:lit~d

1Q th~I2[Qt~ctiongf the envirol!111ent. He interpreted Community competence
broadly, starting from the premise that
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the field of environmental protection would thus be arbitrary; sinc~Goll!!l!llnity

cgI!JJ;>C3tE)l1c;C3j!'t9Iimi!1ltLl]liol!1e.r~is_!1ec;e.s_s<!l"Y to ellsure the. effe.ctLyelleS~ oflC:'~::~-
_Community law'J"itmust in principle also exist in relation to any other..Community
policy area (such as transport), subject, of course, to the limits set by the Treaty
provisions providing the substantive legal basis in question.v'? Using effectiveness,
but also alluding to the special nature of criminal law, the Advocate General thus
argues for the extension of Community criminal law competence not only to
achieve any Community objective, but to ensure the effectivenessof all Community
policy areas within the limits set out by the Treaty.

He then went on to comment on tb-t.".,,§<:;g.R¥c.of Community criminal law
competence, an issue that was also central in the environmental crime case. The
Advocate General follows the Court's approach in the latter case that while.!.h.e
Col1lmunityi s entitled to constrain member states to impose criminal penalties'
~m.ci tgprescribe that they be effective, proportiollElte'mdJ:lis~t.m.sj'y_~,_Plltb~y_olld
tb.<!t,it i,s 110t e.mpoWe.re.gJome_c;ifylhe._p~tl,~lties to be imposeci.50The Community
does not have the power to impose criminal penalties itself, but rather the power to
require member states to provide, within their respective penal systems, for certain
forms of conduct to be classified as criminal offences as a means of upholding the
Community legal order.i' The Hmit,s to the Community's powers in this C()llte.:"t
are justified onthe_g~()l1nds of subsidiarity and preserving the coherel1ce.QLthe
national penal systems.52

While having emphasized the foundation of Community criminal law
competence on the need to ensure the effectiveness of Community law, the
Advocate General concludes that part of his opinion with a discussion of the
potential subordination of criminal law to the effectiveness of Community law.53

He accepts that effectiveness is an imprecise criterion on the basis of which to
~ establish criminal law competence and does not encapsulate entirely the essence

of criminal law.54 Having broadened Community competence in criminal matters
by extending it potentially to any Community policy, he now tries to place some
limits by stating that the necessity of Community criminal law does not stem only
from the objective criterion of the existence of a legal basis in the EC Treaty,
but also from a degree of judgment by the institutions involved.P Moreover, the
Advocate General accepts that it is not ideal for Community criminal law to be

49 Paragraph 99. However, the Advocate General further adds in a different part
of the opinion that the Community has criminal law competence whenever criminal law
measures are necessary to ensure the full effectivenessof Community law and essential to
combat serious offences in a particular area, paragraph 112.

50 Paragraph 103.
51 Paragraph 104.
52 Paragraphs 108 and 106 respectively.
53 Paragraphs 114-121. On the issue of the subordination of criminal law to

Community law see Mitsilegas 2008.
54 Paragraphs 105 and 108 respectively.
55 Paragraph 119.
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56 Paragraph 120.
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considered a mere accessory to the specific Community competences and only a
single aspect of the policies involved.P

Advocate General Mazak was faced with the delicate task of balancing the
fundamentally different views regarding the extent of Community criminal law
competence. In this context, and in the light of the Court's reasoning in the
environmental crime judgment, he had to reconcile the demands of Community
law with the special characteristics of criminal law, and to clarify the Court's
ruling in the light of the various competing interests, in particular the very strong
reaction against the expansion of Community criminal law competence by an
impressive number of member states. The result has been an opinion where, on
.1t1~l}y.<:>cc:a,§ions,t\y()stlparatea,nci guite distinct l1arrativesi1()f()nly'c()~existeci,
'l)lltal~()It1tll'gtlcl:the 11arl'atiye ()f the primacy and centrality of Community Imv
(In<ithtll}tltl<UQe.ll1311reits·effectiveness on the one hand; and the narrative of the
speci<ilfeatures of criminal law and its close link with national sovereignty and
sQ~itlt(l1 reality on the'other:This symbiotic relationship has not always produced
crystal-clear results. The opinion started with the unambiguous declaration of
tgecPI;il11.acy oLihe fir§J over the third pillar in interpreting article 47 TEU, and
continued in equally straightforward and bold fashion.inaccepting that the
Community does have competence in criminal law-not only on environmental
matters, as the Court ruled earlier, but on any Community policy within the
limits set out by the Treaty. Effectiveness.2f_Community law is used as a central
J1:1~ifi(;Clti()l1for this view. However, the Community law reasoning is then coupled
with argumentation based on the logic of (domestic) criminal law, in particular
of the use of criminal law in orderto prote(;t"!~gClLg()()ds,,()r interests that
a community merits being worthy of protection by the invasive criminal law
mechanism. Appjyjgg.,tllis logic at Communityleve!! it appears that such legal
interests may include the effectiveness of any Community policy, which is deemed
as an interest to be protected by criminal law at the national level equivalent to
other protected interests (such as the protection of human life, property and so
on.I-Io~YeYe[,sllCh.<llL(lpj)li(;ati()nmay extend to an over-criminalizatic>!!.. with
the expansion of Community criminal law competence leading potentially to the
introduction of new, extended criminal offences and sanctions. The Advocate
Generaltried to tel11PefS\lch e;<'Q(l.nsiog. by stressing that along with the formal
existence of competence th~l'e_!1~e<l~t() be some level of politica,lj.tIs!i.fi.cation for
such a choice. He also stressed, towards the end, the view that criminal law should
not be viewed as subordinate to the various Community policies it seeks to enhance
and thateffectivenessdoes not always fit with criminal law.However, it is exactly
the recourse to effectiveness which formed the background of his recommendation
to annul the framework decision on ship-source pollution and to opt for a broad
interpretation of the scope of Community criminal law competence.
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The Court's Ruling

Like the Adv~~~te Gen~raIJ!~~~~~l!~tXOCt1se:(j ()n.articl~47TEll as 11 starting point
affirming that it is its task to ensure that acts which, according to the Council, fall
within the scope of Title VI do not encroach upon the powers conferred by the
EC Treaty on the Community-the Court would thus have to look at whether the
framework decision affected the Community's competence on transport under
article 80 (2) TEe.57 The Court noted first that the common transport policy is
one of the foundations of the Community, with the latter having broad legislative
powers under this article including powers in the field of maritime transport. 58The
existence of the legislative competence conferred to the Community by article 80
(2) TEC is not dependent on a decision by the legislature to actually exercise this
competence.59 Secondly, the Court linked Community transport policy with the
objective of environmental protection. The latter is, according to the Court, one

_QLth~~~[el1tiaI objectiYes~QftheCJ)mmunitywhich must, according to article 6
TEC "be integrated into the definition and implementation of [... ] Community
policies and activities" including transport policy'"

The Court then examined the framework decision in this light, asserting that
the latter's provisions relate to conduct which "is likely to cause particularly
serious environmental damage as a result, in this case, of the infringement of
the Community rules on maritime safety."61 According to the Court, it is also
clear that the Council took the view that criminal penalties were necessary to
ensure compliance with Community rules on maritime safety.62 In the light of
these two considerations and the Court's earlier ruling on the environmental
crime case,63 the Court took the view thata.J:tic:!~~1,Jan~50f t~efralnevvork

decision on ship-source pollution, which "are designed to ensure the efficacy of
the rules adopted in the field of maritime safety, non-compliance with which may
have serious environmental consequences, bY--.l~~uiril!K!!1~11!Qe:rstCitt:stS)Cl'pP1Y

criminal penalties to certain forms ofconduct" are essentially aimed at improving
maritime safety as well ,is environmental protection and could have been validly
adopted on the basis of article 80 (2) TEC.6~H.Q}Y~"YSILtl1e~()l!rt 110ted tl1Cit
Community competence in the field does not extend to fhe determination ()fJhe
type and level of criminal penalties-therefore it d~~.s ll()t ~xtell§J()pr~vis.!()!I~ ,
such as articles 4 and o of the fra ll1e""ork decision determining specific levels of

57 Judgment of 23 October 2007, paragraphs 53 and 54 respectively.
58 Paragraphs 55 and 58 respectively.
59 Paragraph 59.
60 Paragraph 60.
61 Paragraph 67. The Court also noted that the purpose of the framework decision,

according to its preamble, was to enhance maritime safety and improve protection of the
marine environment against ship-source pollution (paragraph 62).

62 Paragraph 68.
63 See also paragraph 66 of the judgment.
64 Paragraph 69.
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The Impact of theReform Treaty

65 Paragraphs 70-71. Similarly,the Court noted that provisions on jurisdiction and
information exchange are third pillar matters (paragraph 73).

66 Document CIG 111107, REV I, Brussels, 5 October 2007.
67 New article 69f (I) first indent.
68 Ibid., second indent.

The Reform Treaty, which would bring about the collapse of the pillars could
lead to the view that the current debate over the extent of Community criminal
law competence would be settled. However, there are a number of questions
arising frolll theWQrcl!l1gg[the Reform Treaty when combinecl\YithJb~J::9urt'S
case-law on environmental crime. According to the Reform Treaty/" the Union
(succeeding the Community as a single pillar organization with legal personality)

I
.• will have competence to establish minimum rules..concerning the .definit.io.n.. of
criminal offences and sanctions in the areas of particularly serious crime with

Iacross-border dimension resulting from the nature or impact of such offences
[or from a special need to combat them on a common basis.67 According to the
Treaty, these areas of crime are the following: Terrorism, trafficking in human
beings and sexual exploitation of women and children, illicit drug trafficking,
illicit arms trafficking, money laundering, corruption, counterfeiting of means
of payment, computer crime and organized crime.68 The list of these offences

r-

I
I

1-----
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criminal sanctions.P However, these sets of provisions being inextricably linked
to each other, the Court annulled the framework decision as a whole.

The Court's ruling offers a degree of clarification regarding the delimitation of
Community criminal law competence. For supporters of first pillar criminal law,
the judgment will be seen as a further affirmation of the existence of Community
competence in criminal matters and as an expansion of such competence in the
field of ship-source pollution.JIQW~Y~I:, th~C()llrtha,s 1:>YJIQ IIlea,nsgiven carte
iJl(lJ:l(,lzetothe adoption.ofa wide range of first pillar criminal law measures. First
of all, the relative vaguenessof the environmental crime ruling on the extent of first
pillar criminal lawcompetence has been remedied to some extent in this case, with
the Court stating that while criminalization in this case would fall within the first
pillar, the imposition of precise sanctions (such as levelsof custodial sentences) still
falls within the third pillar. Moreover, the Court embarked on a delicate balancing
act regarding the question of whether Community criminal law competence is
limited to the achievement of "e~~~J1ji.£!J'~_C2!l1111unity ()1:>je(;li~~_or whether it
ext~1}~t~JQ<lllCQI11Il1llI!ityol:>Jectjve.sar!Cil()rpolicies. The Court certainly refrained
frollld_QiI1gthelll!t(lr, While it accepted that a first pillar measure with a transport
legal basis may include criminal law provisions, this appears to be justified on the
grounds of the strong link between the measure in question with the protection
of the.~nviI()!1ment=-~ulessential Community objective whose protection may
necessitate criminal law. The extent of Community criminal law competence in
this context remains thus still contested.
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may be expanded "on the basis of developments in crime" by the Council acting
unanimously after obtaining the consent of the European Parliament.f?

Itapp,~~J:~,th,ll~_th.iit the Refonn Ireaty=:-liJ<ethe Constitutional Ireiity=
,~~<lI!<1~gri1!!i1!al1ilwg()111pet~nce(fQrWI1Citis IlQW tn.!<_CQ1':DJll!!IJH)'Lingmllting
th~JJl!!2!IJ2()wersJ()a<1()pt (~llbeit minimum) rules on criminal sanctions (and not
mer~ly to require mel11berstate?tQ adopt proportionate, effective and dissuasive;
penalties). However, the scope of competence regarding criminal offences and
sanCtion~CiPPc:flr~J()hc:nC:lD':Q\Vc:L thCln it~ intc:rrm~IClliQ1}J2y_the_Court in the
environmental crime case, and the ship-source pollution cases. Rather than
granting the Union criminal law competence in order to achieve effectiveness in
Community objectives or policies, the Treaty delimits competence on the basis of
an exhaustive list of offences, which.!!!ustiilsofulfil a nu!!!ber of conditions set
out in the first indent of new arti~I~69f (fJ-CS'erf()usness, cross-border dimensions,
impact or the need to combat on a cross-border basis). The list of these areas of
crime can only be extended by a unanimous decision by the Council.

It is not clear how the wording of Article 691'(1) will co-exist with the Court's
case-law. If the Court's case-law remains along the current lines (justifying
C:()111111':lnity cri!!!il1iillai~ctl0-ll-l1nder non-criminal law legal bases Ti:;-ordert'o
achieve Co!!!!!!unitY2Qje:9ti"e:s), the narrowframlngo[ Community competence
in substantive criminal law in article 691'(1) may be undermined by criminal law
proposals justified on the basis to ensure the effectiveness of a Union objective
or policy. This conclusion is reinforced by the insertion in the Reform Treaty of
article 691'(2), which provides an express legal basis for EU substantive criminal
law when approximation is essential to ensure the effective implementation of
a Union policy?" To take the example of environmental crime: if the Treaty
provision on the protection of the environment is deemed an adequate legal basis
for the adoption of defining criminal offences and imposing, in one form or other,
criminal sanctions, even after the entry into force of the Reform Treaty, article 69f
(1) will be undermil1~~~~ U!!!.9]'!_~_!!!in'!E~~E2.!!!Qetence W!!L~xtendt2.()_ffences
other than those exhaustively enumerated therein. Article 691'(2) on the other
hand may be read as allowing in fact the Court to expand Union criminal law
competence when deciding that criminal law approximation is essential to ensure
the effective implementation of any Union policy in an area where harmonization
has taken place.

A development that may imply that the Union's criminal lawcompetence may
extend beyond the offences enumerated in article 691' is that the Reform Treaty
also provides that the sentence in article 280 (4) TEC stating that measures to
combat fraud and article 135 TEC on customs cooperation (areas which is not
listed in article 69f) will not concern the application of national criminal law and
the national administration of justice will be deleted." Without this sentence, the
Union will have competence under article 280 (4) TEC to adopt "the necessary

69 Ibid., third indent.
70 Article 69f (2) in doe. CIGIlIl/07 REV 1 allows for such approximation if it

"proves" essential to ensure effective implementation.
71 Point 279 and points 44 and 109.
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Conclusion: Criminal Lawas a Meansto an End?

While the Court's ruling in the environmental crime case put an end to the debate
regarding the existence of Community competence to define criminal offences
and require member states to impose criminal sanctions, the debate regarding
the precise extent of such competence is on-going. The demands for effectiveness
of Community law clash with the scepticism of member states regarding ceding
sovereignty to the Community in the sensitive area of criminal law.The stance of

-:~:9yerwhel11)Ll1gm~jQIitYQrll'lell~l:>erstl'!l~p as witnessed in their reactions to

Security versus Justice?168

72 It should also be noted here that in the case of fraud, the Reform Treaty provides
for a separate legal basis for the determination of offences affecting the financial interests of
the Union-new article 69i which envisages the future establishment of a European Public
Prosecutor's Office from Eurojust. Such Office will be established following unanimous
decision by the Council and the consent of the European Parliament via a regulation,
which will also determine the offences for which the EPP will have a mandate. It is not
clear however whether the term "determine" will cover definition of criminal offences or
merely enumerate offences on the basis of other Union instruments or national law.

73 Article 6ge (1). For this argument Mitsilegas 2006b.

measures in the fields of the prevention and fight against fraud affecting the
financial interests of the [Union] with a view to affording effective and equivalent
protection in the member states," and under article 135 TEC to "take measures
in order to strengthen customs cooperation between member states and between
the latter and the Commission." It is not clear whether the exhaustive wording of
article 69f in fact excludes the adoption of measures defining criminal offences
and sanctions under articles 280 (4) and 135 TEC or whether the deletion of the
current exception means that the road is open for such legislation.F

Finally, it must be reminded that the Reform Treaty also introduces significant
changes with regard Uni0f!~_o_£!1P_e!~f!~_()}~_cri!l.1i_tl.~lPT2.ceQure,_Currently, there
i~__~_~o!1troversy regarding the existence and extent of such compet~!1ceil1 the
!hi.rci (and n()t tile first) pillar, vividly demonstrated by the ongoing negotiations,
for a framework decision on the rights of the defendant in crimi_nalpr()_ceedinl~s.

New article 6ge (2) of the Reform Treaty expressly confers to the Union the
competence to adopt, under the legislative procedure, minimum rules concerning
mutual admissibility of evidence between member states, the rights of individuals
in criminal procedure and the rights of the victims of crime-with further areas
potentially added after a unanimous decision by the Council and the consent of
the European Parliament However, Union competence in the field of criminal
procedure applies QnlytQJlle extel1tnecessaJY tQfacilitate mutual recognition
of judgments and police and judicial cooperation in criminal matters. Criminal
procedure measures-----::~1_c!!l~~1111!l.1anrights.illlplications",hicIt theYIIl~ybav~

are thus subordinated to the efficiency logic of mutual recognition, which is
according to the Reform Treaty, the basis for judicial cooperation in criminal
matters in the EU,73
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the environmental crime judgment and their interventions ship-source pollution
case, cannot be ignored, and will pose a significant challenge for the Court if
it tries to accommodate it while at the same time ensuring the effectiveness of
Community law.In its judgments on the ship-source pollution and environmental
crime cases, the Court i!P~~lred}:~hl~t~~IJLto~,l(;~gPttlIc:specific:itY_Qfcxtmtllal
law in the.91KJ?1C:!llL~~QL<::gnl1111111ityJ~w-however the Court appears to have
tried to accommodate member states' skepticism in setting limits to the first
pillar criminal law competence in the ship-source pollution judgment. However,
given the sensitivity of the issues concerned, the Court may have to look again
at the relationship between Community law and criminal law and the vi.f!~Jbat

crimin?1.I<lc~is~~ert::lY<llTIea,l1sJQ1!11C:ll.d tQ\VClIclsthC:Cl9hic:vel'11c:nt of CQmilllJ1lity
Ql?j~c:tives~ Guidance to these questions is immensely important, even if the Reform
Treaty eventually comes into force. The abolition of the pillars does not solve
immediately all the issues regarding the extent of (Union this time) competence
in criminal matters. In the light of the (albeit somewhat diluted in comparison
with the Constitutional Treaty) emergency brake provisions in the Reform Treaty,
concerns by member states as regards the extent and quality of Union intervention
in criminal matters have to be taken into account if a fragmented Union criminal
justice policy is to be avoided.
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